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REVIEW

Transoral incisionless fundoplication for gastro-esophageal
reflux disease: Techniques and outcomes
Pier Alberto Testoni, Giorgia Mazzoleni, Sabrina Gloria Giulia Testoni
common disorder that results primarily from the loss of
an effective antireflux barrier, which forms a mechanical
obstacle to the retrograde movement of gastric
content. GERD can be currently treated by medical
therapy, surgical or endoscopic transoral intervention.
Medical therapy is the most common approach, though
concerns have been increasingly raised in recent years
about the potential side effects of continuous longterm medication, drug intolerance or unresponsiveness,
and the need for high dosages for long periods to
treat symptoms or prevent recurrences. Surgery too
may in some cases have consequences such as longlasting dysphagia, flatulence, inability to belch or vomit,
diarrhea, or functional dyspepsia related to delayed
gastric emptying. In the last few years, transoral incisi
onless fundoplication (TIF) has proved an effective
and promising therapeutic option as an alternative to
medical and surgical therapy. This review describes
®
the steps of the TIF technique, using the EsophyX
TM
device and the MUSE system. Complications and their
management are described in detail, and the recent
literature regarding the outcomes is reviewed. TIF
reconfigures the tissue to obtain a full-thickness gastroesophageal valve from inside the stomach, by serosato-serosa plications which include the muscle layers. To
date the procedure has achieved lasting improvement of
GERD symptoms (up to six years), cessation or reduction
of proton pump inhibitor medication in about 75%
of patients, and improvement of functional findings,
measured by either pH or impedance monitoring.
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Abstract

Core tip: Transoral incisionless fundoplication (TIF)
has recently emerged as an effective and promising
therapeutic option in alternative to medical and surgical

© The Author(s) 2016. Published by Baishideng Publishing
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a very
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therapy for gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD).
A number of prospective observational studies for TIF
®
using the EsophyX device have been published but
TM
there is still only limited data for TIF with the MUSE
system. This review describes the techniques for TIF
with both these devices, and is intended to consolidate
the current literature, clarifying better the outcomes of
TIF in patients with GERD.

250°-300° circumferential pattern around the gastroesophageal junction, by deploying non-absorbable
polypropylene fasteners through the two layers
(esophagus and stomach) under endoscopic vision of
the operator. The MUSE™ system staples the fundus
of the stomach to the esophagus below the diaphragm
using multiple sets of metal stitches placed under an
ultrasound-guided technique and creates an anterior
fundoplication functionally similar to the standard
surgical Dor-Thal operation. In a patient with sliding
hiatal hernia, the procedure can be done only if the
hernia can be reduced below the diaphragm.
®
Publications on TIF with the EsophyX device report
the persistence of the newly created valve at six months
in all studies and for up to six years in one study, with
satisfactory outcomes, assessed by 24-h pH and/or
[6-27]
impedance monitoring
. There is less information so
far for TIF with the MUSE™ system: One animal study
found the technique safe and feasible and two trials in
humans reported good clinical and functional results at
[28-30]
six-month and up to five-year follow-up
.
This review describes the techniques for TIF,
®
TM
using the EsophyX device and the MUSE system,
pre- and post-procedure patients’ management, and
complications. Outcomes are reported in detail, and
a revision of the literature was performed to assess
the efficacy of TIF in patients with GERD. Manuscripts
were identified by searching PubMed, Embase and The
Cochrane Library databases, using the following key
words “gastro-esophageal reflux disease”, “transoral
incisionless fundoplication”, “anterior fundoplication”,
“medigus ultrasonic surgical endostapler”, “EsophyX”,
“MUSE”, and “surgical fundoplication”.
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INTRODUCTION
Gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a very
common disorder that can be currently treated by
medical therapy, surgical or endoscopic transoral
intervention. Medical therapy with proton pump inhibi
tors (PPIs) is the most common approach: However,
concerns have increasingly been voiced in recent
years regarding the potential PPI-related side effects,
intolerance or unresponsiveness, and in some cases
the need for a long-term therapy with high dosages
to relieve symptoms or prevent recurrences. Surgical
therapy too may in some cases have consequences
such as long-lasting dysphagia, flatulence, inability to
belch or vomit, diarrhea, or functional dyspepsia related
[1-4]
to delayed gastric emptying . Even for interventions
done in centers of excellence, incisional hernias at the
site of trocar insertion have been reported in up to 3%
[5]
of cases .
For these reasons several transoral endoscopic
techniques have been proposed in the last 15 years as
alternatives to medical and surgical therapy; however
most of them had disappointing outcomes and have
been abandoned.
In the last few years, transoral incisionless fundo
plication (TIF) has proved to be an effective and promis
ing therapeutic alternative to medical and surgical
therapy; the procedure achieves lasting improvement
of GERD symptoms (up to six years) and functional
findings, and cessation or reduction of PPI medication
in about 75% of patients. TIF reconfigures the tissue
to obtain a full-thickness gastro-esophageal valve from
inside the stomach, by serosa-to-serosa plications
which include the muscle layers; the new valve boosts
the barrier function of the LES with potentially fewer
procedure-related side effects than surgery.
®
TIF can be done using the EsophyX device (Endo
Gastric Solutions, Redmond, WA, United States) or
the Medigus Ultrasonic Surgical Endostapler system
®
(MUSE™, Medigus Ltd., Omer; Israel). EsophyX device
constructs an omega-shaped valve 3-5 cm long, in a
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TECHNIQUE
Pre-procedure evaluation

Preoperative upper gastrointestinal endoscopy must
be done to assess the distance between the incisor
teeth and the esophago-gastric junction (EGJ), and the
transverse dimension of the diaphragmatic hiatus. With
the current TIF technique only a hiatal hernia not more
than 3.0 cm long can be reduced below the diaphragm,
while a hiatus larger than 3.0 cm may facilitate a cranial
displacement of the plication up in the thorax, making
ineffective the newly created valve.
Prior to the intervention all the patients should
be examined by esophageal manometry to exclude
primary motility disorders, and by 24-h pH-impedance
monitoring to exclude a functional heartburn. If the
MUSE™ system is used, barium swallow should be
done to assess the reducibility of the hernia, since
irreducibility is a contraindication to the procedure.

Transoral fundoplication with the EsophyX® device
®

The EsophyX device is composed of: (1) a handle that
houses the controls; (2) an 18-mm diameter chassis
that includes operative channels through which a frontview 9-mm diameter endoscope can be inserted; (3)
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the tissue invaginator, provided by side holes on the
distal part of the chassis, to which external suction can
be applied; (4) the tissue mold, which can be brought
into retroflection and pushes tissue against the shaft
of the device; (5) a helical screw, which is advanced
into the tissue so the tissue between the tissue mold
and the shaft can be retracted; (6) two stylets, which
pass through the plicated tissue and the tissue mold,
and H-shaped polypropylene fasteners can be deployed
over them; and (7) a cartridge containing 20 fasteners.
The device has been recently updated and improved in
®
a new generation instrument: The EsophyX Z device.
The fastener deployment is similar to a surgical stapler
firing mechanism with a reduction of control complexity
and dual fastener deployment, and is improved by
managing trailing leg. The crossing profile has been
reduced with elimination of tissue mold elbow and
increase of tissue mold lateral stiffness; the tissue mold
tip covers stylets during deployment.
Details of the first and second generation devices
are illustrated in the Figure 1.
The procedure requires two operators: One handles
the device and the other the endoscope.
The device is introduced transorally with the patient
in the left lateral or supine position, under general
anesthesia. In cases with difficult insertion, the device
can be gently rotated during the introduction: This
maneuver allows to easily pass the upper esopha
geal sphincter. In this phase, there is a risk of hypo
pharyngeal perforation if the instrument is inserted
without caution.
During the procedure, air or CO2 is insufflated to
distend the gastric cavity and permit adequate vision
of the fundus and EGJ; CO2 is preferable because it
reduces the patient’s discomfort and is safer in case of
perforation.
With the patient placed in left decubitus and
endoscope positioned in retroflexed view, the lesser
curve is located at the 12 o’clock position and the
greater curve at 6 o’clock. The tissue mold is retroflexed
and closed against the Esophyx device; then it is rotated
to 11 or 1 o’clock (lesser curve) and pulled back, to
have its tip just inside the esophageal lumen. At this
point: (1) the helical retractor is advanced to engage
tissue under direct vision just below the Z-line; (2) the
tissue mold is opened and the helical screw cable is
pulled back to retract the tissue; (3) in this phase of the
procedure the stomach is being desufflated to engage
an adequate amount of tissue for fundoplication; (4)
once such a maneuver has been completed, with
both the helical retractor and tissue mold locked in
place, suction is applied to the tissue invaginator and
the device is then advanced into the stomach, which
has been re-insufflated. This permits to create the
esophago-gastric plication in an intra-abdominal position
and reduces any hiatal hernia.
Plication is performed by deploying multiple H-sha
ped polypropylene fasteners advanced over the two
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stylets, starting on the far posterior and anterior sides
of the esophago-gastric junction; then additional fast
eners are deployed along the greater curvature part
of the valve by rotating the tissue mold axially to slide
the stomach over the esophagus. This maneuver
results in circumferential tightening and a new valve
circumference of > 240°. In general 14 fasteners are
needed to construct an adequate circumferential valve;
however, the more fasteners are deployed the more
continent is the valve.
®
Details of the EsophyX technique are shown in
Figure 2. Endoscopic pre- and post-procedural findings
are reported in Figure 3.
Beside the standard procedure, two modified tech
niques have been described over time to create the
fundoplication.
The one we use, engages the tissue below the Z-line
at 11 and 1 o’clock positions; then a torque is applied by
rotating the locked tissue mold clockwise and counterclockwise before inserting the stylet. By this maneuver,
part of the fundus is rotated around the esophageal wall
and more tissue is engaged by the stylet. Four fasteners
for each site are deployed at 1 and 11 o’clock, and two
for each site in the middle part of the valve, at 4, 6,
and 8 o’clock, to reinforce the plication. This technique
increased by 30% the success rate of the procedure,
achieving the complete elimination of PPI use at 12
mo in 14/22 patients (63.6%), while with the standard
technique only 11/27 patients (40.7%) completely
stopped PPIs.
[19]
Bell et al
have developed a so called rotational
fundoplication. The helical retractor is engaged at 12 o’clo
ck and the tissue mold is placed at 6 o’clock. Then the
tissue mold locked is rotated toward the lesser curve
by a radial motion of the handle of the device, to
the 12 o’clock position. This maneuver rolls the fundus
over and around the distal esophagus to the 1 o’clock
position.
At the end of the plication, endoscopy is done to
examine the pharynx, esophageal lumen and the
gastric fundus, and the fundoplication.

Trans-oral fundoplication with the MUSE™ system

The MUSE™ system includes the endostapler and a
console connected with it, containing a controller for the
camera, ultrasonic range finder and various sensors, a
pump for insufflation and irrigation, a suction system,
power and controls for the LED.
The endostapler has: (1) a handle, housing the
controls; (2) an insertion tube 15.5 mm in diameter, 66
cm long, containing the suction, insufflation/irrigation
channels, and electrical and mechanical cables to
operate the device; (3) a rigid section 66 mm long
containing the cartridge. Each cartridge holds five
standard 4.8-mm titanium staples, the ultrasound
mirror, one alignment pin funnel, and two anvil screw
funnels; and (4) the distal tip, similar to that of an
endoscope, for suction, irrigation, illumination (with a
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Helical retractor
Engages and retracts
tissue
Anchors gastroesophageal
junction during fundoplication
Stows safely inside tissue
mold during insertion
and removal

A1
Tissue mold and chassis
Rotate fundus around
esophagus
Compress tissue

Invaginator
Circumferential tissue retractor
Reduces small hiatal hernia
Facilitates proper position
of fundoplication

Stylets and fasteners
Transect apposed tissues
Fasteners maintain tissue
compression throughout
healing process

A2
Tissue mold knob

Fastener cartridge
Unlimited plication with
single device insertion
Multiple fastener sizes
accommodates different
tissue thicknesses

Stylet controls

Fastener pushers
Tissue mold lock
Stylet selector

Retractor lock

Endoscope seal
EsophyX rides over an
endoscope, providing optimal
visualization and easy device
maneuverability

Retractor control

B1

B2

Figure 1 EsophyX® device: First and second generation devices (courtesy of EndoGastric Solutions, Inc. Redmond, WA, United States). A1-A2: The device
currently used (©2014 EndoGastric Solutions, Inc); B1-B2: The new generation device (©2014 EndoGastric Solutions, Inc).

LED) and visualization (with a miniature camera). The
anvil, alignment pin, anvil screw and ultrasound are all
designed to ensure proper alignment and positioning
of the device during stapling. The distal tip can be
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articulated in one direction to align with the rigid section
and cartridge, with a bending radius of 26 and 40 mm.
Details of the device are illustrated in Figure 4.
The whole procedure can be done by one operator
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A

B

C

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the procedure with EsophyX® device (Courtesy of EndoGastric Solutions Inc. Redmond, WA, United States). A: The
EsophyX® device enters the esophagus through the mouth and is positioned at the gastro-esophageal junction; B: The device wraps the fundus around the distal
esophagus and fastens a tissue fold; C: This step is then repeated multiple times to reconstruct a robust, tight valve (©2014 EndoGastric Solutions, Inc).

A

B

C

D

Figure 3 Endoscopic views of the gastro-esophageal valve before and immediately after the transoral incisionless fundoplication procedure by EsophyX® device
(Authors’ case). A: The gastro-esophageal valve: Before the procedure with the EsophyX® device; B: The “Bell Roll” maneuver to create the new gastro-esophageal
valve; C: The gastro-esophageal valve: Immediately after the procedure with the EsophyX® device; D: The gastro-esophageal valve: Six months after the procedure.

the overtube may be withdrawn about 5 cm and then
advanced with the endostapler as a unit. This maneuver
can be repeated until the system reaches the esophageal
midbody. Flexing the neck may make passage easier.
Once in the stomach, distended by insufflation
of air or CO2, the stapler is advanced until the tip is
approximately 5 cm past the EGJ and then retroflexed
180° to obtain adequate vision of the gastric fundus
and EGJ so as to select the stapling location. The most
important location is the left-most, and is typically done
first. This is the anchoring point for the fundus, and
should be as far to the left of the esophagus as possible.

in experienced hands. The patient is placed in the
supine position, under general anesthesia with tracheal
intubation. Positive end-expiratory pressure of at least
5 mmHg (7.5 cmH2O) is provided. After a preliminary
endoscopic assessment of the esophagus and stomach
and, as long as once no contraindications are found,
an overtube is placed. The endostapler is then inserted
transorally through the overtube and gently advanced
into the stomach under direct vision; passing the rigid
section across the pharyngo-esophageal junction it
may encounter some resistance. To avoid having to
apply excessive force and risk injury the esophagus,

WJGPT|www.wjgnet.com
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A

B

Figure 4 Medigus Surgical Ultrasonic Endostapler system, MUSE™ (Courtesy of Medigus Ltd., Omer, Israel). A: The MUSE™ system (© All rights reserved to
Medigus Ltd 2008-2015); B: The console connected with the endostapler, containing a controller for the camera, ultrasonic range finder and various sensors (bending
angle, bending force, alignment pin, anvil screws, gap) (© All rights reserved to Medigus Ltd 2008-2015).

A

B

C

Figure 5 Schematic representation of the Medigus Ultrasonic Surgical Endostapler (MUSE™) procedure (Courtesy of Medigus Ltd., Omer, Israel). A: The
endostapler is inserted transorally through the overtube and gently advanced into the stomach under direct vision; B: Once in the stomach, distended by insufflation of
air or CO2, the stapler is advanced until the tip is approximately 5 cm past the EGJ and then retroflexed 180° to give adequate vision of the gastric fundus and EGJ to
select the stapling location. Tissue is clamped and stapled under ultrasonic guidance; C: This step is then repeated at least twice to reconstruct a robust, tight valve.
Additional stapling locations should be within 60°-180° of the valve circumference (© All rights reserved to Medigus Ltd 2008-2015). EGJ: Esophago-gastric junction.

Sometimes, depending on the anatomy, it may be
easier to do the first stapling in a more central position.
Subsequent staplings should be within 60°-180°
as long as the right-most stapling is not be on the
lesser curve, where it may attach the antrum to the
esophagus and open the esophago-gastric junction
rather than close it. Further staplings may be placed
between the left-most and right-most.

WJGPT|www.wjgnet.com

Once the correct locations for stapling have been
identified, the rest of the procedure is done under
ultrasound guidance. Subsequent phases include clam
ping tissue, deploying the alignment pin, advancing the
anvil screw, stapling, and retrieving anvil screws.
Details of the MUSE™ technique are shown in Figure
5. Endoscopic pre- and post-procedural findings after
TIF with this device are reported in Figure 6.
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A

B

C

Figure 6 Endoscopic views of the gastro-esophageal valve before and after the transoral incisionless fundoplication procedure with the Medigus Ultrasonic
Surgical Endostapler (MUSE™) (authors’ case). A: The gastro-esophageal valve: before the transoral incisionless fundoplication (TIF) procedure with the MUSE™
system; B: The gastro-esophageal valve: Immediately after the TIF procedure by MUSE™ system; C: The gastro-esophageal valve: Six months after the TIF procedure by
MUSE™ system.

A

B

Figure 7 Endoscopic views of the gastro-esophageal valve immediately after and 24 mo after the transoral incisionless fundoplication procedure with
EsophyX® device (authors’ case). A: The gastro-esophageal valve: Immediately after the transoral incisionless fundoplication (TIF) procedure with EsophyX® device; B:
The gastro-esophageal valve: 24 mo after the TIF procedure with EsophyX® device.

Post-operative care

®

with the EsophyX device range from 3% to 10%. Major
complications arose rarely and were bleeding, mucosal
tears or perforation requiring endoscopic intervention
or surgery, pneumothorax, and mediastinal abscesses.
Bleeding requiring transfusions has been reported in
about 3%-5% of cases. Mediastinal abscesses have
been reported in less than 2% of cases. No procedurerelated deaths have occurred.
Among the two studies so far published on TIF
with the MUSE™ system, only one reported complica
[28]
tions . Minor side effects such as chest pain, sore
throat, transient atelectasia, shoulder pain and belch
ing were reported by 5.5% to 22% of patients. Major
complications occurred in 6.2% of cases (4 out of 64
patients): Pneumothorax, pneumothorax and eso
phageal leak, pneumomediastinum, and severe blee
ding. Patients with pneumothorax and esophageal
leak and with bleeding required intervention. All major
complications occurred in the first 24 patients.
No late complications or lasting side effects have
occurred with either TIF technique.

Antiemetic prophylaxis with at least two drugs (according
to the ASA recommendations for interventions with
high risk of post-procedural nausea and vomiting) and
full muscle relaxation throughout the procedure are
mandatory for TIF. Antiemetic prophylaxis is maintained
intravenously for 24 h, and broad-spectrum antibiotic
therapy is continued intravenously for 48 h, then orally
for five days.
A transient pharyngeal irritation occurs in most
patients, as a result of insertion and manipulation of the
device; some patients suffer from a mild to moderate
epigastric pain in the six hours after the intervention.
If pain persists longer, an esophageal or gastric leak
should be considered; in these cases a CT scan and
hydrosoluble contrast X-ray investigation should be
done. A transient slight elevation of white blood cells
count may occur in the 24 h after the intervention.
Patients must follow a liquid diet for the first two
weeks and a soft diet for the next four weeks. They are
also asked to refrain from vigorous exercise for four
weeks. PPIs can be discontinued seven days after the
procedure.

OUTCOMES
To date, 21 prospective studies (3 randomized,
controlled) and one retrospective study have been
®
published for TIF using Esophyx device. Most studies

COMPLICATIONS
The overall complication rates reported so far for TIF
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100%
90%

16.3%

20.4%

12.2%

15.6%

16.6%

21.1%

14.3%

80%
70%

22.5%

31.7%

31.3%

28.6%

60%

37.6%
47.3%

50%

50.0%

40%
30%

61.2%

20%

51.0%

56.1%

53.1%

45.8%

10%
0%

6 mo

12 mo

24 mo
Stop PPI

36 mo
Halved PPI

4 yr

31.6%

35.7%

5 yr

6 yr

On PPI

Figure 8 Symptomatic responses six months and 1-6 years after transoral incisionless fundoplication with Esophyx® device, classified according to proton
pump inhibitor use. Patients were grouped as complete responders [who completely stopped using proton pump inhibitor (PPI)] or partial responders (who halved
the previous PPI dose) and non-responders (who still used the pre-TIF PPI dose): 12 mo vs 6 mo after TIF P = 0.8; 24 mo vs 12 mo, P = 0.4; 36 mo vs 24 mo, P = 0.7;
4 years vs 36 mo, P = 1.0; 5 years vs 4 years, P = 1.0; 6 years vs 5 years, P = 1.0.

who underwent the procedure early in the operator’s
learning curve. A retrospective study in 124 unselected
patients in two community hospitals, reported res
pectively 75% and 80% of patients free of GER
symptoms over a mean follow-up of seven months,
confirming that operator’s experience markedly affects
[20]
outcomes .
Only three prospective randomized controlled trials
have been published so far. Two compared the sixmonth efficacy of TIF or omeprazole: One found TIF
more effective than PPI in treating regurgitation and
extra-esophageal symptoms (97% vs 50% of patients,
[26]
respectively, P = 0.006) ; in the second one intentionto-treat analysis indicated TIF was more effective than
PPI in eliminating GERD symptoms (67% vs 45%, P
[27]
= 0.023) . These discrepancies require additional
randomized studies to clarify the efficacy of TIF in
treating GERD. The third study compared 3- and 12-mo
results of TIF and Nissen fundoplication, showing TIF
as effective and safe as the Nissen method but with
significantly shorter hospital stays (2.9 ± 0.8 d vs 6.4
± 0.7 d, P < 0.0001)[31]. Symptomatic responses up to
®
six years after TIF with EsophyX device, in terms of
PPI abolition or 50% reduction, in published series (20
studies) are reported in Table 1. Outcomes up to five
TM
years after TIF by the MUSE system, as regards the
effects on PPI use, in published series (two studies) are
reported in Table 2.
Unsuccessful outcomes after TIF were reported
in three studies. Two series found worsening of
distal esophageal acid exposure in 66.7% of cases
and persistent GER symptoms in 68% of cases, in
[12,13]
small series with a short follow-up (12 mo)
. A
trial comparing TIF with Nissen fundoplication in PPIrefractory GERD patients reported symptom remission
and normalization of gastro-esophageal acid reflux
in 30% and 100% of patients after TIF and 50% and
[16]
100% after surgical fundoplication . These data
suggest that in patients unresponsive to PPIs Nissen
fundoplication seems more effective than TIF by

were observational and carried out in limited series,
with one to three years follow-up. One study reported
outcomes up to six years after the procedure. Sixteen
studies assessed symptoms using the GERD healthrelated quality of life (HRQL) questions; 11 assessed
pre- and post-procedure pH ± impedance recordings. A
multicenter prospective study compared the efficacy of
TIF vs omeprazole in a randomized controlled trial.
In all, 16 studies found TIF enabled patients to
discontinue anti-reflux medications or markedly reduce
their doses; four voiced concerns about the effecti
veness of the procedure. In successful studies, 6- and
12-mo outcomes after TIF showed that 75%-93%
and 72%-85% of patients had either discontinued PPI
or halved the dose. Normalization of esophageal acid
exposure, in terms of total acidic refluxes, number
of refluxates, and De Meester score was reported
in 37%-89% of patients. By 24 mo after TIF, daily
high-dosage PPI dependence had been eliminated in
[8,21,22]
75%-93%
.
Endoscopic findings comparing fundoplication
immediately after the procedure and two years later
are reported in Figure 7. In the two series reporting
three-year outcomes lasting discontinuation of daily PPI
[22,24]
ranged from 74%-84% of cases
.
In the only study that followed patients for six years
after TIF (14 out of 50), high-dosage PPI dependence
was eliminated in 86% and approximately half com
pletely stopped PPI. Unsuccessful outcomes mainly
occurred between 6 and 12 mo after the intervention;
results did not change substantially between 12 and
36 mo. The six-year results were similar to those at 36
[24]
mo , providing evidence of the lasting efficay of TIF
(Figure 8).
These findings show that the patient selection is
determinant to achieve clinical success and confirm
that failures occur within the first 6-12 mo after the
procedure in most patients.
The operator’s experience is also important in the
outcomes. All TIF failures in our series were in patients
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Table 1 Symptomatic responses after transoral incisionless
fundoplication with EsophyX® device

Table 2 Symptomatic responses after transoral incisionless
TM
fundoplication by the MUSE system

Ref.

Ref.

6 mo
[6]

Cadière et al , 2008
Cadière et al[8], 2009
Testoni et al[9], 2010
Velanovich et al[11], 2010
Repici et al[12], 2010
Demyttenaere et al[10], 2010
Hoppo et al[13], 2010
Barnes et al[20], 2011
Bell et al[14], 2011
Ihde et al[15], 2011
Trad et al[18], 2012
Testoni et al[21], 2012
Petersen et al[17], 2012
Bell et al[23], 2012
Muls et al[22]2013
Bell et al[34], 2013
Bell et al[25], 2014
Trad et al[26], 2015
Hunter et al[27], 2015
Testoni et al[24], 2015

82%
79%
55%
93%
75%
76%
58%
86%
93%
84%

12 mo
85%
76%
47%
53%
42%
82%
77%
82%
72%
80%

24 mo
93%
75%
77%-80%
88%

36 mo
75%
65%
84%

6 yr

Zacheri et al , 2015

86%

Roy-Shapira et al[29], 2015

12 mo

24 mo

36 mo

6 yr

-

83%

-

-

-

-

82%

73%

73%

more than half. At 24-h pH-recording the total time
with esophageal pH < 4.0 dropped significantly from
baseline. There were none of the post-procedure side
effects commonly seen after laparoscopic fundoplication
such as gas bloating, inability to belch or vomit,
dysphagia or diarrhea.

Factors affecting TIF outcomes

An important issue regarding all new interventional
procedures introduced in clinical practice is the recogni
tion of technique- or patient-related factors that can
affect the outcomes. Factors affecting TIF outcomes
have been reported to date only in EsophyX studies.
In our series, from the technical point of view,
the number of fasteners deployed and the rotational
technique were associated with a better outcome; a
larger number of fasteners increased by four folds the
[21]
success rate . Another study too reported that the
number of fasteners plays a key role for the success of
[19]
the procedure . The rotational technique increased by
half the probability of being a responder, according with
[19,23]
other reports
.
Patient-related factors affecting post-operative out
comes in our series were pre-operative Hill grades III
and IV, hiatal hernia larger than 2 cm, and ineffective
esophageal motility, which were associated with a
higher rate of unsuccessful results. An impaired esopha
geal clearance may induce epithelial sensitization and
reflux-related symptoms, even in presence of a low[35]
volume reflux .
Univariate and multivariate analysis of preoperative
factors influencing symptomatic outcomes of TIF
®
with EsophyX device was done on data from 158
[25]
consecutive patients identified . Predictors of successful
outcomes for patients with typical symptoms was
age 50 years or more, GERD health-related quality of
life score (GERD-HRQL) on PPIs 15 or more, a reflux
symptom index > 13 on PPIs, and the gastroesophageal
reflux symptom score 18 or more on PPIs. Age and
GERD-HRLQ remained significant predictors also in
multivariate analysis. For patients with atypical GER
symptoms only a GERD-HRQL score 15 or more on PPIs
was associated with successful outcomes.

®

EsophyX .
When TIF fails surgical fundoplication is still feasible,
with no technical difficulties or increased morbidity.
Surgical revision after TIF failure was reported in
[21,22,32,33]
8.1%-18.0% of cases
. In two studies (9
and 11 patients) Nissen fundoplication achieved the
complete disappearance of symptoms in all cases of
[32,33]
TIF failure
. In our series, however, only one of the
four patients who required Nissen fundoplication for
persisting GERD symptoms after TIF stopped using
[21]
acid-suppressive therapy . This may depend on the
fact that the patients who underwent TIF in our series
had only mild impairment of the gastro-esophageal
junction and suffered from GERD-related symptoms
that could derive from several mechanisms, including
increased esophageal sensitivity to refluxate.
On the other hand, re-intervention after laparoscopic
fundoplication has been reported in up to 14% of
[1]
cases and TIF has been found effective after failed
[34]
surgery .
Only two studies so far have reported outcomes
TM
after TIF with the MUSE technique (anterior fundo
plication): A pilot study with a five-year follow-up and a
multicenter prospective study. The pilot study examined
GERD-related symptoms and PPI use up to five years
after the procedure in 13 patients: The GERD-related
symptom score returned to normal in 92% of cases, PPI
use was stopped or halved in 77% (54% stopped PPI
[29]
completely) .
Another study reported outcomes after TIF using
the MUSE technique in a multicenter, prospective
international trial enrolling 66 patients with a six-month
[28]
follow-up . GERD-related symptoms scores improved
by more than 50% in 73% of patients and 64.6%
were no longer taking daily PPIs. Among patients
who continued to take PPI, 56.5% cut the dose by
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6 mo
[28]

CONCLUSION
In the last few years TIF has only been done in clinical
trials enrolling patients with typical gastro-esophageal
reflux symptoms responsive or partially responsive
to PPI therapy, without or with only small hiatal
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hernia (< 3 cm), who refused long-term medication,
or were intolerant to PPIs, or required high doses
of antisecretory maintenance therapy. Patients with
grade C and D esophagitis, according to Los Angeles
classification, and Barrett’s esophagus were excluded
from these studies. The majority of studies used the
®
EsophyX device, which was effective in the short term
in approximately 75% of patients, eliminating their daily
dependence on PPIs in half the PPI-responsive GERD
patients and markedly reducing the overall dose in the
other cases. Similar results were obtained more recently
for TIF with the MEDIGUS endostapler, but there are
only a few studies.
These results were confirmed in the few studies with
follow-up up to three years, and in the single study with
up to six years follow-up. None of these reported any
troublesome procedure-related persisting side-effects.
Overall outcomes showed that the TIF procedure can
be an effective and safe alternative therapeutic option
to surgery in selected patients, like those recruited in
the published studies. In the series with three- to sixyear follow-up, TIF resulted slightly inferior to Nissen
fundoplication, but similar to partial posterior (Toupet)
[36,37]
or anterior (Dor-Thal) fundoplication
, without sur
gery-related side effects.
Currently, on the basis of the clinical results, TIF
may be offered as an alternative to surgery in patients
suffering from gastro-esophageal reflux disease and
grade A-B esophagitis, if present, with the sole limitation
of the length and reducibility of any hiatal hernia, which
at present is the only limiting factor. TIF may also be
offered to patients who have some risk of persistent
post-surgical side effects. To date, data supporting the
efficacy of TIF in the treatment of severe grades of
esophagitis or symptoms associated with oro-pharingeal
reflux are lacking.
However, as for any new intervention, despite the
encouraging short- and medium-term outcomes, the
long-term efficacy of TIF needs to be further assessed,
TM
mainly for the MUSE technique. Therefore, randomized
controlled trials are now needed to establish the role of
TIF in the management of GERD, and whether one or
other of the two techniques is likely to be more effective
and safe. Preoperative anatomical and functional
findings and technical procedural aspects that will help
select patients and predict a successful outcome still
need to be identified, too.
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